
  
Abstract— Ontologies play a central role in the Semantic Web 

and in many other technological developments. Multiple ontology-
based approaches, loosely grouped under the heading ‘semantic 
interoperability', have come to the fore as potential solutions to 
critical interoperability problems. Further, technologies that 
incorporate and rely on ontologies are used to increase transparency 
both within and across organizations, and also to enhance 
communication not only between computers but also between human 
beings. We describe a proposed framework to populate an existing 
ontology with instance information present in the natural language 
text provided as input. This approach starts with a list of relevant 
domain ontologies created by human experts, and techniques for 
identifying the most appropriate ontology to be extended with 
information from a given text. Then the proposal expresses heuristics 
to extract information from the unstructured text and for adding it as 
structured information to the selected ontology. As it is used in 
identifying relevant information in the text, this identification of the 
relevant ontology is critical. First phase is to extract information in 
the form of semantic triples from the text and then guided by the 
concepts in the ontology in the second phase. In the third phase, the 
proposed system converts the extracted information about the 
semantic class instances into Resource Description Framework 
(RDF) and appends it to the existing domain ontology. This enables 
us to perform more precise semantic queries over the semantic triple 
store thus created. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
HEN a user needs to extract information from various 
data sources which spans over thousands of documents, 

it is difficult for humans to perform this extraction manually, 
and we need automated systems that can extract the 
information and make it available to the user. The advent of 
semantic web has made possible the creation of triples of 
information that can be queried using semantic web query 
languages like Simple Protocol and RDF Query Language 
(SPARQL). This has resulted in enabling the user to perform 
complex logical queries over the triple repository. A triple is a 
basic entity of semantic web that includes a subject, a 
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predicate and an object. Ontology based Information 
Extraction is a recent field that promotes techniques that use 
an ontology as an integral part of the system for extracting and 
presenting information from various data sources. Combining 
text processing, information retrieval and semantic web 
techniques are able to extract useful knowledge from various 
text sources with reasonable accuracy.  

Ontology based Information Extraction is a discipline in 
which the process of extracting information from various 
information repositories is guided by an ontology. The process 
of extraction of information itself involves multiple steps 
which include pre-processing the text into a machine 
processable form, and defining heuristics to identify the 
information to be extracted. The ability to extract information 
from text enables different applications such as question 
answering systems which can offer more precise answers - for 
example, a query like "provide me the list of all the papers 
written by X and Y in which Z is not an author" cannot be 
easily performed using existing information extraction 
techniques. The use of semantic information existing in the 
sentences enables queries like this to be answered by search 
engines that use such information encoded in a suitable form. 
To cite another example, consider a user looking for 
information about a hotel in a certain locality. Semantic 
information can help interpret "being in a locality" in an 
appropriate way, using coded location information, reported 
distances from places known to be in a given locality, etc.  

Ontology typically consists of two kinds of information 
items - those that make up T-Box and those that make up the 
A-Box. The T-Box consists of the terminology component 
which includes the definition of the classes, attributes, and 
their inter-relationships. The A-Box consists of assertions that 
make up the facts stated by the ontological instance. The A-
Box basically consists of triples that provide information about 
various relationships that exist in an instance of the ontology, 
and the subject and object associated with each of those 
relationships (predicates). In this paper, we provide an 
approach and an implementation to extract all the A-box 
entries for the ontology given T-Box data for that particular 
ontology. This approach focuses on hotel domain and 
constructs model information about hotels in our ontology and 
then extract information from the text to populate information 
about individual hotels. This system uses a knowledge 
extraction procedure that reads a set of text documents, and 
extracts the ontology instances from those documents. 
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The proposed system uses the concept of Semantic Lexicon 
to identify a semantic domain for the text being processed. A 
semantic lexicon is basically a set of words that are domain 
specific - they are an integral part of the domain vocabulary. A 
lexicon is a set of words and it usually is not specific to any 
domain. A Semantic Lexicon consists of words that identify a 
domain uniquely. For example, a semantic lexicon for a 
banking domain includes words such as account, savings 
account, current account, payee, transaction and the like. A 
Semantic Lexicon for a hotel domain includes words such as 
serve, meal, dine, buffet, dinner and the like. 

This approach includes reading input from a given text 
document, and then using a domain inference module that 
incorporates a semantic lexicon, to identify the domain. The 
semantic lexicon is predefined by experts for each domain 
based on their expertise in that particular domain. 
Once the domain is identified, the instance extractor module 
extracts the instance information, and creates an RDF node, 
and updates the ontology. We use Jena APIs for this purpose. 
This ontology can be edited using any ontology editor such as 
Protégé[19]. The Lexicon learning/extractor module has rules 
to learn new lexicon symbols from the text, and add them into 
the semantic lexicon. The lexicon learning module uses a set 
of heuristics to identify lexical items that are related to the 
existing semantic lexicon.  

II. RESEARCH PROBLEMS AND THEORY WORKFLOW 
Before Extracting ontology instance information from text is 

a difficult task, and it involves multiple problems being solved. 
Some of the problems are (1) how do we identify the string 
representing the subject of a sentence? and (2) how do we 
disambiguate the string and assign it to the appropriate 
semantic class. For example, if we find that Sedona is the 
string that represents the subject in a text passage, then how do 
we identify the class to which it belongs (for example, hotel)? 
(3) How do we extract the values for the various attributes 
from the text? 

A. Triplet Extraction Algorithm  
We extract the subject, predicate and object constituting a 

connected component of a sentence, and extract an assertion 
from the sentence that can be stored in the semantic store. We 
also identify attribute-name value pairs when we encounter 
known attributes. This approach uses Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) to identify a subject, and maps this subject 
to a semantic class, and uses the predicate and object as the 
attribute name and value respectively. 

For example, consider a sentence like "Sedona is located in 
Yangon". In this sentence, the subject is Sedona, the predicate 
is located, and the object is Yangon. We use the subject as the 
name of the instance of the hotel class in our ontology, and use 
Yangon as the value for the attribute named location. So, after 
parsing this sentence, we are able to fill up the attribute value 
form of location-information for the ontology instance of a 
hotel class called Sedona. The following RDF snippet is added 
to the ontology after processing this sentence. 

<Hotel rdf:ID="Sedona"> 
<hasLocation 

rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">
Yangon</hasLocation> 

</Hotel> 
We use a triplet extraction algorithm that has implemented 

using the StanfordCoreNLP[16] java library. The algorithm for 
extracting the subject, predicate and object is available in [15] 
and is briefly summarized below for convenience:  

Algorithm ExtractSubject (string) 
1. Perform a Breadth First Search (BFS) of the parse tree 

obtained by using StanfordCoreNLP library. 
2. The NP subtree contains the subject, and it is the first 

Noun in the tree when traversed using BFS. 
Algorithm ExtractPredicate (string) 

1.   Perform a Depth First Search of the VP subtree. The 
verb that is deepest in the tree is the predicate. 

Algorithm ExtractObject (string) 
1.   Perform a search of the PP, ADJP subtree, and extract 

the first noun in the tree. This is the object. 

III. PROPOSED EXTRACTION FRAMEWORK ARCHITECTURE 
As there is no perfect way of extracting the entire 

information from the text without any ambiguity, we use an 
approach that increases our chances of extracting the most 
information from the text correctly. In order to do this, we use 
multiple heuristics. The first step in the entire process is the 
identification of the most important string in the text passage. 
This string forms the key string which basically refers to the 
central topic of the entire passage. We call this string as the 
theme concept. For example, if a paragraph of text is talking 
about Sedona, then Sedona is the theme concept. The 
following paragraph describes how to identify the theme 
concept for a given text paragraph. 

A. Concept Identification 
Identifying the theme concept can increase our chances of 

interpreting the text in the paragraph. For example, if the 
theme concept is a hotel, then the text in the paragraph is 
interpreted as giving values for the attributes of a hotel 
instance. Similarly, if the theme concept is a hospital, then the 
text in the paragraph is interpreted as giving values for the 
attributes of a hospital. The theme concept is identified as 
follows.  

Step 1: We define Concept as the set of all nouns in the 
paragraph which is populated in the following manner: 

We perform sentence parsing, tokenization and parts-of-
speech tagging on the given input text using Stanford NLP 
package. Then, we extract all the tokens that are tagged as 
nouns in the text and populate the Concept set. Each member 
of this set is called as a concept. 

Mathematically, Concept = { nouns } 
Step 2: Extract the triplets from the sentence, and construct 

the subejectList from the list of subjects extracted. 
subjectList = {subjects} 
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Step 3: Compute the number of occurrences of each concept 
in the sentence. Identify the concepts that occur the maximum 
number of times, from this list. This set of concepts that occur 
the maximum number of times in the given text passage, form 
the MaxOccurConcepts set. 

Mathematically we can represent the MaxOccurConcepts set 
as follows: MaxOccurConcepts = {concept}   

Each concept is a noun that occurs in the text passage. 
Step 4: Identify the Theme concept. We define the Theme 

concept as the concept that is described in the text. It can be 
identified as being the subject in one or more sentences in the 
text fragment, and which occurs the largest number of times in 
the text. 

Mathematically, we can represent the Theme concept as: 
Themeconcept = Concept ∩ subjectList ∩ MaxOccurConcepts 

Then, whichever concept satisfies all the above mentioned 
conditions gets flagged as theme concept. 

Consider the following text passage:Sedona at Pyay Street 
offers excellent accommodation for the guests. Comprising of 
6 blocks and 56 deluxe rooms, Sedona offers a decent stay 
along with delectable delights of the Princess Café. 

Concepts = {Sedona, Pyay Street, accommodation, guests, 
blocks, rooms, stay, Princess, Café} 

subjectList = {Sedona} 
MaxOccurConcepts = {Sedona (2)} 
ThemeConcept = {Sedona} 
We identify Sedona as the theme concept and discover other 

newer concepts which are related to this concept, and as well 
extract the values for the various attributes from the text. 

B. Identification of Domain Ontology 
Having identified the theme concept, the next step for us is 

to understand the domain to which the theme concept belongs. 
This step is required to identify an appropriate domain 
ontology that we can use. We believe that when we are 
extracting information from text there could be multiple 
domains involved - for example, we could be extracting 
information about hotels, or we could be extracting 
information about hospitals and so on. We need to know which 
domain ontology to use (for example, whether to use hotel 
ontology or to use hospital ontology) while extracting 
information from text. 

We have two rules to identify the domain class to which the 
string identified as Theme concept corresponds to. These are: 

Explicit mention Rule: The occurrence of the strings that are 
the names of the class itself - for example, if a string hotel 
appears in the text, it is likely that the string is talking about a 
hotel class. 

Implicit lexicon match Rule: If there are no explicit 
mentions of the class names in the string, then we use this 
approach. We use a domain ontology lexicon which is derived 
from the ontology class attribute names in the ontology, and 
perform a string matching. We assume the existence of a 
domain ontology that is created by experts in that particular 
domain. This is the usual practice that we have seen, in that 
ontologies are usually hand-crafted in enterprises. Each 

ontology has a set of classes, subclasses, attributes and 
relationships. By using this ontology as the starting point, we 
create a semantic lexicon that is relevant for each domain. We 
use this semantic lexicon to identify the domain to which the 
text passage refers. We also assign weights to each of these 
names, attributes and relations so that we are able to infer the 
domain to which the passage refers with a certain degree of 
confidence. We define the semantic lexicon as a set containing 
all these attribute names, class names and their relation names 
with associated weights. 

Then, we find the number of matches of the semantic 
lexicon for each domain with the text passage. Based on the 
number of matches, we decide the domain to which the text 
passage refers to. 

Once we have the information about the above mentioned 
two sets of information, we take an intersection of these sets, 
and this tells us about the domain ontology to be used for 
ontology instance extraction. We then choose the domain 
ontology and load it into memory. 

For example, in the example given earlier, there is an 
explicit use of the word "hotel". Hence the string Sedona is 
likely to be referring to a hotel instance. 

We create the hotel domain lexicon by using the names of 
the various classes/attributes/relations that are present in the 
ontology. For example, a sample hotel domain lexicon is given 
below:  

Hotel domain Lexicon = {serve, food, breakfast, lunch, 
dinner, buffet} 

Similarly, a simplified hospital domain lexicon is: 
Hospital domain lexicon = {surgery, operation, doctor, 

patient} 
We find no matches against the hospital domain lexicon, 

whereas the with the hotel domain lexicon, the number of 
matches is 2. 

So, in our case, the string Sedona refers to a Hotel instance. 

C. Extraction of Ontology Attribute Values 
We now extract the values of the various attributes that are 

part of the hotel class. In the earlier example, these include 
name, location, cost and serve. 

We have, 
Name = Sedona  
Facilities = accommodation 
rooms = 56 
Once these values are filled into the hotel instance node, we 

include the instance into the ontology. At this time, we have a 
new node representing a hotel instance class with all the 
attribute values present in the text. 

D. Extraction of Attribute Value in Pattern Matching 
Techniques 

We use pattern matching technique to extract the name 
value pairs from text. A pattern contains a few terms and a set 
of constraints on those terms and when the pattern is matched, 
the rule is executed. We classify our patterns into three 
categories: 
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1) Simple: Simple patterns are very easy to identify and 
extract. They only match an occurrence of a string. For 
example, occurrence of a string "doctor-on-call" implies that a 
doctor-on-call is present in the hotel. 

2) Medium: A medium pattern includes a string and a 
number that occurs either before or after the string. For 
example, while extracting number of rooms a pattern of the 
type of "[n] rooms" is useful to match. 

3) Complex: A complex pattern includes any pattern that 
has multiple constraints in terms of starting string, ending 
string, and some intermediate strings as well. An example is 
when we are extracting the distance of a hotel from airport; we 
could specify a pattern that has the following form: 

[n] kms from airport 
Or it could also be: 
Distance from [text] airport is [n] 
In this pattern, there could be multiple text terms that might 

appear between the "from" and "airport". For example, the 
string could read as "distance from Yangon airport is 10kms" 
or could read as "distance from the nearest airport is 10kms". 
Our pattern matching software extracts all patterns that match 
this pattern, and return the name, value pairs. For example, in 
the above example, it returns "name=distance from airport", 
"value=10kms". 

4) Ontology Update: We convert the extracted values to 
RDF format, and append it to the hotel ontology. We use the 
open-source Jena tool (http://jena.apache.org/) for updating the 
ontology. We initially load the ontology using Jena APIs into 
memory. And, then, we create a new ontology instance node 
and assign the various values that were extracted from the text. 
Then, we invoke jena APIs to update the ontology. 

The RDF representation of the extracted information given 
in the earlier paragraph is given below: 

<Hotel rdf:ID="Sedona"> 
<Facilities 

rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">
accomodation</location> 

<rooms 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer"
>56</serves> 

</Hotel> 
5) Querying using SPARQL queries: Once we have input all 

the text about the various classes defined in our ontology, our 
system creates a semantic store which is basically an updated 
ontology with which we started. The initial ontology is created 
by human experts, and it is made to represent an actual real life 
requirement for a particular domain like hotel. In our case, we 
started with a hotel ontology, and then ran the various text 
documents thru our system, and ended up with an updated 
hotel ontology. Then, we are able to run SPARQL queries by 
loading this ontology in Protégé. We are able query for various 
triples, and retrieve the results using SPARQL. Our 
implementation demonstrates that our ontology instance 
population algorithm can perform extraction of ontology 
instance information from the given natural language text, and 

append it to an existing ontology. 

IV. RELATED WORK 
The semantic web community has looked at defining and 

learning ontologies for information extraction and this 
approach has enabled extraction of reasonably accurate 
information from text, given a good ontology. There are 
approaches that attempt to learn ontology from natural 
language text and these systems are still in their infancy: they 
try to build ontology from given text, which can be used for 
purposes of information extraction. Using ontology for guiding 
the information extraction process itself is a new and emerging 
field called as Ontology Based Information Extraction, and 
offers the promise of providing good accuracy of information 
extraction. Researchers have used an ontology for both guiding 
the information extraction itself, and for presenting the results 
of the extraction as well. 

The Artificial Intelligence community has looked at 
understanding of given natural language text and have evolved 
natural language understanding systems which when trained 
well provide limited understanding of the sentences, and based 
on their reasoning abilities, are able to extract information 
from sentences. There are efforts from the database community 
to create systems that can populate the schema elements given 
a pre-defined schema in a relational database. There are also 
efforts to extract relationship information from various schema 
elements. These systems assume a pre-existing schema in most 
cases, and when they try to learn the schema itself, the results 
are not so encouraging. 

Maynard[1] have been adopting various approaches mostly 
centered on syntactic parsing of sentences and pattern 
matching using rules. The syntactic approaches are of limited 
use as they look for grammar in the sentences, and use 
syntactic clues to extract information from text. Pattern 
matching using Hearst rules[2] also mostly works on similar 
principles, but provides an accurate extraction of information 
when the rules can be enumerated. The linguistic processing 
community has worked on techniques for understanding 
linguistic structures of sentences, and applying these 
techniques for information extraction. However, these 
approaches run into problems when the linguistic patterns 
conflict or lack completeness. The linguistic approaches also 
use the sentence parse trees to understand the various 
components of the sentences, understand their parts of speech, 
and then use this understanding to extract information from 
text. When applied individually, the approach is not able to 
extract the entire information from sentences. Buitelaar[3] is 
about a protégé plug-in which uses linguistic analysis to 
extract ontological instance information. Agichtein[4] extracts 
relations from large collections of plain-text documents. 
Adelberg[5] is an attempt to extract structured and semi-
structured data from natural language text. Soderland[6] is an 
example for learning rules for information extraction from 
unstructured text. 

Campbell[7] is an early effort in using ontologies for 
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information extraction and uses constants and keywords to 
extract information, which is then generalized. Dou[8] presents 
a survey of the Ontology Based Information Extraction field. 
SOBA[9] is another effort towards extracting information from 
soccer pages for question answering. KIM[10] uses an upper 
level ontology for information extraction. Maynard[11] 
proposes metrics for evaluation of extracted ontologies. 
Saggion[12] provides an application of ontology based 
information extraction for business intelligence. 
TextOntoEx[13] deals with creating ontology from natural 
language text, using a semantic pattern based approach. 

The Open Source community has evolved tools that can be 
used for information extraction, such as Apache Lucene 
(http://lucene.apache.org/core/) that supports proximity queries 
for extracting information from text, in addition to providing a 
free text search capability. Our methodology is generic and 
can be applied to any domain and is based on Ontology based 
Information Extraction. We use ontology to guide us in the 
information extraction process, and we also use semantic 
processing to identify the domain. Hence, our approach is 
hybrid, and is effective for their related problems. 

V. CONCLUSION 
We conclude and argue that our suggested methodology is 

realizable, and can be easily adapted to any new domain. We 
believe that the methodology of defining rules for patterns is 
quite reasonable and simple and can be easily created by 
humans who are experts in that particular field. And, also there 
are only a limited number of rules that need to be created to 
cater to most of the cases. Hence, the effort for creating new 
rules is very much justified. An Application of this type 
becomes valuable when used across a large number of web 
sites (say a few thousand of them) to extract relevant 
information and add it to an ontology. The updated ontology 
can then be used to handle semantic queries which otherwise 
would not be possible. For the future use these techniques by 
giving a simple form-based interface, which generates 
semantic queries automatically. 
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